GREATER JACKSONVILLE POP WARNER OFFICIATING EVALUATION FORM
Official’s Name: ______________________ Evaluator’s Name: ___________________________
Date of evaluation: ___________________ Site of Game: _______________________________
Home Team: ________________________ Visiting Team: ______________________________
Division: TM

MM

JPW PW JV UNL (Circle one)

PART I PERFORMANCE
(a check box in this box
requires comments in Part 4

CATEGORY A - KNOWLEDGE
Knows and understands the rules
Knows and understands proper officiating
mechanics
Know and understands the basic strategy of
the game

CATEGORY B - APPLICATION
Applies rules accurately
Mandatory Play Rule (MPR) confirmation
Adheres to fairness principles
Assures player safety
Gives appropriate signals
Demonstrates accurate judgement
Anticipates game situations
Gets in proper position
Handles unusual situations
Demonstrates decisiveness

SATISFACTORY

NEEDS SOME ATTENTION

NEEDS MUCH ATTENTION

NOT OBSERVED

CATEGORY C - COMPONENT
Is physically fit
Wears the proper uniform
Is well groomed
Demonstrates poise and proper control
Demonstrates effective teamwork with
partners
Demonstrates proper emphasis on calls and
signals
Hustles
Acts in dignified manner
Displays and executes superior verbal
communication skills
Displays and executes superior non-verbal
skills
Handles challenges appropriately
Communicates effectively with players
Communicates effectively with partners
Communicates effectively with coaches
Communicates effectively with auxiliary game
personnel
Shows a positive attitude toward the game
and toward the people involved

PART 2 POTENTIAL

Which of the following statements best describes the potential of the official? (check one)
This official should be advanced to the next level
With some improvements in the areas indicated in categories A-C, this official would be ready to
advance to the next level
This official is ready for post season for this level
With some improvements in the areas indicated in categories A-C, this official would be ready for post
season games at this level
This official is capable of handling regular season games at this level
With some improvements in the areas indicated in categories A-C, this official would be to handle
regular season games at this level
This official needs a great deal of improvement in the areas indicated in categories A-C before being
ready to handle a full schedule of regular season games at this level

√

PART 3 OVERALL EVALUATION

Based on the performance in this contest, please make a mark an ‘X’ at the level you rank this official among
all the officials you know who work primarily at this level.
Place ‘X’ here

Expected distribution of sports officials

Best

Worst

PART 4 – GENERAL COMMENTS

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Turn completed form into your Park President or Football Commissioner who
in turn will submit to the GJPW Football Director for analysis.

